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Piigrimage to Graceland

··Poge.7

Shantytown not boxed in

;P,oge 5.

Poge 4

Skalars skank
.·into Cincinnati
·Pagel~
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Off..ealll.pus houses under scrutiny
BY KARA BENKEN

"Of course there are a lot of complaints at the
beginning and end of the year, for obvious rea8ons. We
Residents around the Xavier community are warnanticipate five more houses receiving letters as result of
ing students that their stance concerning parties will not be
this past weekend," Smith said;
a slack one.
Among the references Smith. was making were a
"I can't walk my dog on a Friday or Saturday night
couple of parties on Cfoneay Avenue that resulted in
without having beer ·bottles thrown at me," said one
serious injuries, including stitches.
Norwood woman living. on Cleneay Avenue, who has
Because these incidents take place off-campus,
. directed hefcomplaints to the university. "This·wa.s my
Xavier's Safety & Security are not necessarily the only
neighborhood first.''
·
law enforcement officials involved. Often, a mutual aid
Luther Smith, executive director of Student .Serrequest is made from either the Norwood or the Cincinvices and the acting mediator, urges responsible behavior.
nati police departments to Xavier.
· Smith said,."We've received a lot of complaints o(
Mike Couch, chiefof Campus Safety & Security,
people 11rinating iii neighbor's yards, parking on private
Photo by Deena Delfosse . said some of the complaints may be resolyed simply.
property and such. There are children in these neighborhoods
The residence of 1015 Dana Avenue is one of several
"Sometimes it's just a matter of taking the party inside,
\YhO certainly should not ~xperience these ~hings." .·
. 'houses under scrutiny over off-campus partieS.
turning down the 'music, or moving a car," said Couch.
Although residents have been complaining, Smith is
T~ese ,letters express concern aboutthe situation and
.
"When it's notthat.easy, other departments (Norwood,
. not deterring students from haying parties. However, he is . could request that the individuals in question. appear before Cincinnati) may take action on their own and file charges," he
en~ouraging stUdents to be.courteous to their neighbors. · the Judicial Review Board at Xavier.· The board is comprised said. "Generally a controlled gathering is appropriate.,,
~'Off-campus' houses are naturally going to become a of students, faculty, and staff who review the complaints, hear
Both Smith arid Couch urge. hosts of parties to try to
nucleus of activity. ,One of the t.hings students can do is let. fro~ all .of the parties inv.olv~d. and then make recommenda- control the amount ofalcoholconsumed by underage drinkers
theirneighbors know aboutthe.party and give·them·a p~one · · tions based on the hearing~ '.. · ·.. · '
.· through things Ji.lee guest lists and not ady~rtising ag~~ll.~ring
number so they cim call $em before calling the police,'.' said: • ..··
'.'Ahearlril! does' riot defiititelv mean a student will be -to the population at large: ·.
. .
.
. . .
Smith.
. .
.
'
..
. penalized, because neighbors can be\vrong also," said Srilith.
"Students need to be aware that they will be held.
Students should be aware,. however, that they will be
Examples' he cited include certain houses whose repti· responsible if they are found selling liquor without a license
held responsible for their actions.
.
tations have aiways been those party houses, and therefore or if a third person is injured resulting from a person who has
After the university receives complaints from residents have neighbors who are possibly less tolerant than others.
been drinking attheir residence," said Couch.: · ·
of Norwood, Evanston, or. North Avondale, university offi~.
. Eight complaints so far this year have required extra
Smith added, "Just because a party is thrown this year
cials will directly contact students through warning lett.ers attention from the uni versiiy. Approximately 15 cases were doesn't mean a prior record isn't taken info account There is
hand delivered to the address in question.
•
· . ' '·br~mght before the board.last year.'
not a clean slate every year."
NEWS EDITOR
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Gruber sets kickers scoriijg record
'(

an-

15 goals and assisted seven others,

~.

Xavier head coach Dr.. Rori .
to score 37 points on the season. Quinn agrees. "Whenever she gets
Her performance earned her spots the ball, (opponents) getnervous,"
The question wasn't 'Will it on the All-MCC Second Team and he said.
happen?', but 'When will it hap- the MCC All~Newcomer Team.
As a sophomore at Xavier,
pen?'. Senior Amanda Gruber an· Receiving recognition for her Gruber stepped up her role on the
swered that question in a pair of play was nothing new. Gruber is a Musketeer squad. The competition
Musketeer women's soccer·victo- Cincinnati product, and was a her- got tougher.as Xavier moved from
ries by scoring three gofi!s to be- ·aided player after starting for four the Midwestern Collegiate Conference to the Atlantic 10, and her
come Xavier's all-time leading years atSt. Ursula Academy.
scorer.
In her senior season, she was teammates quickly began to look to
Gruber scored a pair of goals named Player of the Year by both Gruber to putthe ball in the net.
on Friday at Wright State, ·giving - the Cincinnati Enquirer and Post. ·
. She accru~d 31 points as a
her49 career goals. This surpasses ShewasalsonamedaNSCAAHigh sophomore on the strength of 13
Marla Schuerman's record of 48 School All-America player.
goals and five assists. For the secthat was set from 1988-91. On SunWinning was also part of her ond straight season, Gruber.scored
high school experience. The Bull-. tl)e game-winning-goal·forXavier
day at Evansville, .she scored
other goal for her l 13th career point, dogs won th.e. state championship in five times.
surpassing Schuerman's mark of 199La~d 1993; both years in which
fo addition, s~e l,ielped lead
112.
Gruber was ateaJD. captain. ·. ·
. the Musketeers totheA-JOchampiAnddon' t forget the Muskies .
Her impact at. the collegiate on ship game in their first year in the
are just three games into the season. level was noticed immediateiy. Se- conference.. The. upstart squad fin- .
Since she arrived at Xavier, · nior Nora Kelly has been a starter ·ishedthe season with amark ofi 1Gruber has been an impact. player, for Xavier since she !U'rived, and has . ·8-2; and a 3-1-1 conference.record.
having started every game in the watched Gruber's career unfold. .
Again, honors followed her .
-past three-plu~ years. She has .led
;'Ithlnkoneofthemore amaz- outstanding season. Gruber was
Xavier in scoring ·in her first three ing things is that .she .established named to the All-Atla~tic 10 Fifst
seasons, and has seven more points. herself after .our freshman year as Team, and the .A-1 O All-Tournathatany other Muskie afterjust three ' our top/' Kelley said. This attention ment Team.
games this season.
made defenses double-team her and
Amanda Gruber has terrorized her opponents for four years. Now
Asafreshman,Gruberscored key.off of her in games.
(Please see "'Gmber" page 7)
she's invading the Xavier record books.
BY PETE HOLTERMANN
SPORTS EDITOR
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Senators wanted
Students who are beginning their first semester may run
for Student Senatein the fall elections. Those interested should
attend one of the following meetings: Monday, Sept. 15, 1010:30 a.m., 4-4:30 p.m .• Tuesday, Sept. 16, 7~7:30 p.m.,
Wednesday,Sept.17, 12-12:30p.m.,orThursday,Sept.18,99:30 a.m. Call 745-3560 with questions.

Democracy talk
Founding editor of The Texas Observer Ronnie Dugger
will speak on Tlwrsday, Sept. 18 at 4 p.m. in CBA 2 and at 7:30
p.m. in the CBA Whittaker Room. His topic will concern the
alliance for democracy. Dugger is a writer and an editor for the
Harvard University Shovenstein Center. For.more information, call Peace and Justice at 745-3046.

Carpet sells
The Office of Residence Life is selling carpets to benefit
staff development activities for Resident Assistants. The
available .colors are hunter green, navy blue, light blue, and
beige. For more information, contact Allison Smith at 7453125.

Habitat meets
Tonight at 8:30 p.m. the Xavier .chapter of Habitat for
Humanity will be meeting in Kelley Auditorium .. The family
who will be partnering with the group to build the house will also
be there to offer assistance.

Commuter concerns
On Tuesday, Sept. 16, the Commuter Council will hold
its first forum to discuss commuter concerns in the Down under.
Free food and drinksfrom 1:30-2:30 p.m.

......,.compiled by Kara Benken

Se.cl1rity .Notes
.

Tuesday, Sept. 2

.

A student in the Village reported her leather wallet had ·
·· been removed from her book bag. She was unsure .as to the time ·.
or where it had ocurred.

Monday; Sept 8, 11:30 a.m.
A student reported his biology textbook was stolen from
·
his room on the second floor 6f Kuhlman.
.. ··..

Security Note of the Week
Sunday, Sept 7, 2:50 a.m;
An RA on the. first 'floor of .Brockman reported three ·
white males tampered with a fire extinguishei:causing it to
discharge. all over the w. ing.
·

' '
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......,.compiled by Amy Zywicki

Organiz11tion Day
ta.kes flight
.·

'·

Bv' AMv ZY\V1cK1

AssT. N:Ews Ei>rroR
The tactical demonstration
taking place on Cohen Field last
Friday by Xavier's ROTC program · ·.
seemed to mirror that of any Hollywood fueled military adventurecom- ·
plete with 1-137 assault helicopters
and the echo of shots fired by an M.16 ringing through the early evening
sky.
Imagine if you will, a wide
open field peaceful and serene with
.•a Jew spectators silently gathered
.Members of Xavier's ROTC Ranger program display their skills and
around.
tactics in jront of a crowd at Cohen Field. The cadets arrived via
In the corner of the field, it is
helicopter to initialize their mission.
possible to catch a glimpse of an all
terrain vehicle with only a few pas~
sengers.
· onstration and the cadets gotto ride kind of experience because they
· Suddenly, in the distance a in them."
·
don't have time for Club sports and
faint sound can be heard instantly
Lieutenant Shawn Ward was varsity athletics."
drawing the attention of all. those responsible for organizing the ·air
· Currently, Xavier's Reserve
around. It is that of a helicopter.
mobile support which flew out of Officers Training Core program has
Within moments, it passes Rickenbacker. Air National Guard around 100 members, but Captain
overhead and begins circling the . Base in Columbus.
Becky Smith, ROTC Scholarship
field shortly to _be joined by yet
· "It's really an exciting way to Officer, antfoipates an increase. ·
another helicopter.
. kickoff Organization Day as well as ·
"Xavier's ROTC program has
Seconds later the once clear, · ROTC's year," said Lt. Ward. "It aJot to offer students," sai.d Smith.
docile field becomes encased by a gives those who are not involved in ''Thereareinany scholarships availyellow smoke resulting in complete ROTC a chance to see wh~t it's
able to help students finance their
loss of visibility.
.
. about, while at the same time it way through college, while at the
Suddenly,theechoofgunfire allowsthosewhoareapart,tomeet same time it contributes to many·
rings out as the assailants attention. other cadets and officers who head other facets of their Iives; ·It helps to
is focused onJhe helicopters, which up, the program."
develop leadership potential, time
are not attempting to land in the
Organization Day ·involved management, presentation skills,
center of the field.
'
overlOOdifferentstudentsandagen- communicatibn sldlls, and most
Emerging from the helicop- cies.
importantly it develops their confi-.
ters are 11 camouflaged cadets who
Jason Thomason was.the pub- dence.';
.
.
waste no time moving in on their lie relations officer who helped set
Xavier's ROTC prograµi has
adversaries. Once again the sound up the event.
·
a long history of prestigious awards
of gun shots rumble through the air,
"Organization Day is so very alongwithanumberofdistinguished
but this time they do.not go unan- ' vitaLitletsthepublicknowwhothe alumni, including five general ofswered.
..
.
ROTC are and lets them know what ficers.
· The cadets access the situa- we are all about," said Thomason.
Xavier also had 12 alumni
tion and within ffiiniites they move "I don'tthink a lot of people realize serve in Operation Desert Storm;
'in on .the enemy fo' an 'expedient'' that our prograin is one of the top ' two cadets were mobilized for the
manner, disarming theni and secur~ ·ranked ROTC units anywhere in the · · operation.
ing the perimeter, bringing an end to · nation and I think it is due in part to
In past years, Xavier's ROTC
the demonstration.
days like this.".
programhasreceivedtheMacArthur
OrganizationDayhasbecome
MattMattingly,Captainofthe Award, which recognizes the
an annual traciition at Xavier, each Ranger team, put on Friday's life- nation's ~ost outstandfog battalion
based on academic excellence, as
yearbringingwithitsomethingnew. like simulation ofreal combat.·
"The Ranger team is like an well a's physical performance.·
''This .is the first year there,
was two helicopters," said sopho- acceleratedclassoftheROTC," said
Currently, the program ranks
more Betsy Deeter. "The helicop- · Mattingly. "It gives ROTC cadets a number one out of the 316 schools
teisreally addsomethingtothedem- chance to compete in a semivarsity nationally in the medium size school
onstration more so this year because sport against alot of other colleges. category.
they were actually part of the dem- Most cadets in ROTC don't get that··

all

Students keep' 011 clubbing
..

.

.

. .'

Club Day on the Mall 1997
featured many gro~ps recruiting
new members, such as pictured at
left. Over.BO clubs were represented by members toting suggestive signs, club mascots such as
., the Biology club's iguana, and
~ .demonstrations of the skills of the
,s
.
,·
· ~ various teams. · ·
'· ·~ Students gathered to receive free
'~food as well as.to stake a claim
·~for themselves with interested
~ Clubs and organizations.·
.Cl
i:i.

'

·.·. ·Attention all Club Presidents and Advisors
All SGA-recognized student organization Presidents and Advisors are. invited to an .information session and dinner on
Wednesday, September 17. Invitations have been mailedto either.your home address or your organization's mailbox.
Please RSVP by Sunday, September 14.

ELECTJ
Octoberl~
There are currently 4 seats on the Student Senate that are
reserved for incoming Freshman and transfer studel)ts in
their first semester at Xavier. Elections will be held
Wednesday, October I.

1997

All meetings will be in the OKI room in the University
Center.
Questions? Call 745-3560

Tho~e.interested in running.must attend only one of the

The_ Student Senate consists of20 students, elected in the
Fall and Spring, which represents student concerns ta
the administration and greater community. They are
also responsible for allocating budgets and granting.
charters to all student groups. The Student Senate meets
· weekly at 3 PM on Monday afternoons in the Terrace
Room, University Center. All meetings are open to the
public.

following iriformational meetings:·

Mo~.,Sept. lS

10 - 10:30 AM
· 4-4:30PM
· Tues., Sept l(i
7-7:30PM
12 - i2:30 PM .
Wed., Sept. 17
Thurs., Sept. 18 9-9:30AM

all
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tO·Pf)Mf) ON.THE GRILL TERRACE.
. FREE FOOD ;AND MUSIC !!
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BEER AND WINE AVAILABL,£
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Shanfytown.·m*~·.•

~

~"·

ous1n.g,
smcLIF-FE .·.

tribute· to· Buddy·Gray.
·:·

'

.

.

'

·'

.

,

A

B~:VmGINl'A

. MANAGING EDITOR '. •. ;

..

The Office of Residence Life,will offer special interest housing to ·

"It .bring.s fort.h . ing the homeless and t~nd·to label ... ·those stqdent&. who.apply as.a gmup .as.early as next fall semester. .
them as .drug users and alcoholics,. ; Gro~pli.Pf students,w,ith ~ spe,ci_a,.l'i!lt~res(suc:h as.acadellli~S,llUlgq~ge; .·
. AssT: NEws EDITOR,
iSSUeS that people' . when in fact, many are' fleeing abu-. ·.. fine arts, orcommunitysefyicewill be able,to.applyfor the housing. Ava··.
.
.
.
. sive families and are left with no : Jean ·Fiebig, Director of Residence Life· sili4/t,}iat'tll,is idea wilt allow
those students wh.o belong to a group to not only have group meetings,
For the seventh year iri a don't wantto'·talk . wllet;e tc{live.. 'P~qple just see.the
· ·
. ··
·· ·
··· ·
··
row Xavier students wm choose to
J...' · ·
d' • . 'homeless
part. 'fhi:sforumistoqelp
·.but also.to live together;
. _
.
leave the comfort of their.homes to · b
a out, uUt nee .· to . people see·· thehuri.ians
behind it." ·· ·:
. ''.w'ewant toprovide a livh.·1.g;~nvir.oninentfor groups with com· · · · ··· · · · ··· ·
·
,
·
li vein shanties lim.· n.g.th. residential
be- addressed. ~" . ·.
' .. ''Alorig··campusiare
green
mon interests; so they are. able to sP,~~d~«?re time together," srud Fiebig.
ribbons· symbolizing this year's .. Fiebig also pointed out that this i.s~a: f)etterway to market the university
mall in hopes of builcling commu- .
BYAMY ZYWICKI

1.

. .

• ·

C:l.

nity awarenesson·issues:concern:
, ·
·ing the homele.ss~ . ~ -·· · .
"Shantytow.n. is a real. -reminder for· students, one in which
they cannot turn their heads away,"
said fourth year Shantytown particiantSusanKnight. "Thisweekisso

P

important because it brings forth
issues that people don't want to talk
about, but need. to be addressed."
This year, Shantytown
week will run from this Sunday to
next Saturday and will be dedicated
tothememoryofBuddyGray. Gray
wa5 an advocate foi'the homeless in
Cincinnati who played an instru-

- - - - - .- ·- - - - -

·
·
·
Shantytown.
··The n·bbons
are mmental role in previous Shantytown tended to symbolize solidarity and
ks H
· h. t d kill d l · t
·
wee . e was s o an
e as Xavier~s. support for the homeless
November in Over-the-Rhlne.
and their struggle/' ·: . ..
: . .·. To start off the week on
.
<students'i1ave until Friday
Monday, there will be a documei1· · · · · · · b ·· · . f th..
•
· ·
tosign~pto eaparto ~syear s.
.·tary of Gray's life and the impact he .. Shantytown: . Those not wishing to
made in regards to the .homeless. . partlcipate may also sponsor a shanty
. Also, on Monday at 4:30, for $50, All proceeds will be dothere will be a forum which will. nated to the Cincinnati brop~Inn
provide studcmt~ the opportunity to Cente~.
voice their opinions and concerns
· · Any students intere~ted in
on all aspects of the homeless. ·
participatingshouldcontacttheDor·
"This.is a very conttover- othy o.~Y House at 745::.3046.
sial issue," said Knight. "Afofof ·
/
peoplehavemisconceptionsregai:d~

'•

·· · · houses· because:
·
· most·
·
.............. · the
· · :houses
·
· require
· a large
owned
of:the:;tiffie
numb~r ofoccupants'and most. hotis~~:d.· get fllled with people who
·
knqw each other. · , 0. . . .
. ..
.. . . .
. . .
.. ·.· . Criteria"will needto be met in order for a group to get a house. The
crii.eria and:riJ.ore. inf~nii:atiori,win be available with the applications in :- :

on't

.

· .

.

. ·.

....

October. · . .
•:>
.
:.
. ··.
. .
·
.
. . . Fiebig hopes that tqe process ~will be completed before the. end of ·.
this fall semester in. order to begin preparations for next fall. semester,
· ··
·
· ·
·· · · ·
·
·

.,

Securit;9·~National Automotive Acceptance Corpor3'.t·iori."' ·
· ,:~'Crescendo Award Winner .1992, 1993, 1994 & 1995
...... · :·, CE'O Aw.3;rded ''Entrepren_eur pfthe Ye~r'.' -1995. .

·
•· ....

We are a natfonwide automotive finance company seeking candidates interested in·• , _·.
becoming· part of a challenging. and successfull team atmosphere~ Security Nation~ is
one of the .nation's larger. buyers and, servicers of primary and secondary_ car loans;' We
will provide you with· ah interesting & challenging position, a' casual & friendly.. ·
.· .
environment & the opportunity to grow' professionally & personally!
COLLECTIONS.
ACCOUNT REP~ - FULL TIME
Collect on delinquent automotive installinertt loans. Min. 6 mos. ·exp. in collections
preferred, but not required. Skip tracing experience a plus. ·Full-Time hours inch1de: 2
·
·
days/wk 8-5p; 2 days/wk 12-9p; and a Sat. or Sun. ..

CREDIT
CREDIT ANALYST

'

Purchase automotive contracts for primary & secondary loans. We require 1 yr. rec~nt
lending exp., preferably in automotive/installment lending, & 1· yr. collective exp .. FullTime hours: Mon-Fri. 12-9pm with every other Sat. 9:-6pm

LOAN PROCESSOR

"

...··. . . .. . ..

. .·.

.·•.

: ..

Pull credit bureaus, process auto loans and provide dealer seivke. ·Qualified applicants
will possess administrative and interpersonal skills, problem.~olving ability and.
excellent communication and organization skills; experience iii credit/finance preferred.
Experience with PC/Word Processing a plus. Full-time hours·: 2 days/wk 9-6p; 2 days/wk '
12-9p w/every other Sat 9-6pm
.·
·· · ·
··

SYSTEMS
NOTES PROGRAMMER

. . .

.

Fairfield University
. invites you to explore
: the world!
. .

.

Programs Lotus Notes 4.5. Must have a working knowledge of Lotus Notes. 4.5, 1 yr; of
notes experience, and be familiar with Lotus Scripts; Knowledge of Domirio a plus:

MANAGEMENT
CREDIT/COLLECTION MANAGER
COLLATERAL MANAGER
MARKETING MANAGER
SYSTEMS MANAGER
.

·- ·

.

.

.

.

-~ - '

.

·I

', . ' -· :·-'· ,

. ,

:

Manage departments ranging from 2-3 to 20-40 persons, depending on depm,menti create
and implement a department strtegic plan, maintain daily operations of depaitmerit, train .·
department staff, provide dealer service and deyelop depart#}eri.tpolicies
and procedures.
.
·'
~

ACCOUNTING MANAGER .

'

-

.. .

, ..

.. . .

...

Manage a 5-7 person department. Prepare. and analyze fi1iancial and operational reports
. for executive management and external parties, assist in year en.d audits and Asset ,•.
Securitizadon transactions. Oversee routine accounting functions suchas bank
.·
reconciliation, AIR, AiP and general Ledger, create and. implement a'department strategic
plan. CPA required.
· ·
··
·
· ·. · · ·
·
··

I

All man~gemerit positions require a minimum .of 3~5 year~ solid ~~riageinenl ex;erience,
ability to work closely with department personnel a,nd manag~mE;nt team, strong computer
skills and excellent communication skills; Bachelor's Degree or equivalent.experience
· .
···
.
.
required.
Located near Kings Island.
Great benefitsincludi~g medical/Hf~ i~surarice, tuition· ·
reimbursement, 401 (k) & more. .
·
Security National
Fax resumes to: (513) 459-7318
ph: (513) 459-8118 Ext.26~ .

Study the rich legacy of Britain and live
iri .a 16th century abbey near Oxford's
"dreaming spires.' Spend a summer, a
semester .or a year studying in the center
ofthe historic "cradle of Renaissance
civilization" in flqrence, Italy where we
oftefa dazzling'variety of courses. Or
Jmmerseyourselt in Russian and
European art; music, dance, literature,
history and politics during the White
·Nights .of .Summer in St Petersburg.
Our programs offer the opportunity to
combine a solid academic program with
the chance to travel and experience new
cultures. For more information call
Cris Bowers, Tour Assistant, at ·
(203) 254-4220 or e-mail her at
cbbowers@fair1.fairfield.edu. ·
.. : Dolan House .
. Fairfield, CT
.,: 06430-5955

0 . ··1:"1·,'g"· ;~1·,m·.·
0. >·.:·t--o,.·:G-···
Opinions
.
.
·
•
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.. Like many college students
and social misfits,Jast weekend I
made a pilgrimage to the ~apital of
rock, 'n' roll, Graceland'. . There,
immortalized by thousands of trinkets, memories, and faded plastic
flower arrangements, ·the: king of
rock 'n'roll lived and died. ·
.
What keeps thommnds of pilgrims coming every year''-:-:- making
. the mansion 'the second ~ost visited
house next to the White. House?
Elvis did, ·after all, pass away 20
years ago.
I found out the answer when I
entered the shag carpeted-house, and
saw the pilgrims, .each with their
personal audio guide, filing through
the hail~wed home: These people
are losers. .
.
The majorit:y ofthei;n are well
past the time when their metabolism
slows. as well as their mind. They
are, yes, our parents and professors.
Reliving their glory years, they trek
to its capital to remember their king,
Elvis.
Elvis is the fairy-tale story of
the booiners' yquth. '.fruly no one
quite like Elvis embod.ied the values

BY TOM DECORTE
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Elvis Presley's Graceland draws thousands of pilgrims every year. They
come to pay homage to a man known tO them as simply, "the King."

of a post WWII America. Born into
poverty; he sang his way to stardom
-all the way making sure people
remembered "just how far he'd
come" (as the audio guide put it).
He loved TV and had no less
than 18 television sets arrayed
around · the house. Searching for
happiness, he ate meat loaf for din;.
ner six months straight.

··This man is the incarnation of
the American dream. He thought
wealth .would yield happiness. In.stead; he found painkillers and death.
Yet, people loved him. They
flocked to him like they flock to
garage sales.
College students, of course,
don't think that money provides
happiness. Nordowefindsalvation

Violence at off-campus parties
injures both students and school

· Deena Delfosse
Jackie Glaser

.. 'Copy Editors

.· .· . . . "'.· .·"' .·.·.· :·1'

·

in TV, watching it during dinner and
every idle moment. We .don't even
like Elvis music. Besides, who likes
mea.t loaf, anyway? We are a new
breed, liberated from our parents'
shallowness and superficiality.·
So why do we make the trek?
Why do we drive 15 hours, shell out
$8.75;andmeeklywanderabouthis
house, making the occasional comme11t: "Cool- look at the shag car. pet on the ceiling"?
Because we can. While our
parents have to save up vacation
time from their hamster wheel job,
we have all the time in the world.
We go to gawk at the sins of their
youth, and marvel at the creative
decorating techniques. We find that
world strangely fascinating.
Anywhere from one to four
years from now, we will (God willing) all graduate from blessed
Xavier. There's a tiny chance we'll
enter the work force. After years of ·
reports and board meetings, we
might lose sight of our values, and
become shallow and indifferent.
As we age, our metabolism
might slow, our wits might leave us
one by one, and we might become
what we abhor: our elders.
Then, we can journey to
Graceland to visit our king.

Though it's only Wednesday,it's never too early to think
about the weekend. Especially in
coilege, there'ssomuditod,oduring a Friday or Saturday night..
You can go catch a movie,
watch one of the Xavier athletic
. teams, or checkout concert. . .
Of course, going to a party
around campus is.always.an opti on.·.·. This offers plenty of different things to clo. You can pack a
house to the limit, .'mostly with
peopie youdon;t kiiow, and consume a few adult beverages .. Usually this is hannless enough, but it
seems lately th.is. isn; t enough fun
.for some students.
.
... After thjs last weeken.d, .it
. makesyouwonderiftheNorwood
police .department has to ,keep a
separate file. for altercations inyolvingXavierstudentsatoff~cam:. .
pus hou.se parues. ..
.. These ,· t~o .: .separate .in.ci·. d.ents, .both occurring on Cleneay
Avenue in Norwood, attract attention to. the increas~d aggressi~eness oftheXavier student body~
. The firs~ incident ()Cqurred
early Saturday morning on the 1900
block,ofCleneayAvem1e. Atabout
· ·1 a.m., a current Xavier stuqent
and a former Xavier student were

a

life and the last thing I want to do
is go back to ali the stuff that goes
on there.
Violencescaresmetodeath,
and Xavier certainly doesn't need
anyarounditscampus. Oneofthe
reasons I chose Xavier in the first
place was that it was located in a
fOf
decent sized city, but offered an
atmosphere that was pretty tame.
I realize that there are always going to be some incidents.
There isn't a need, however, for
theNewswiretobereportingparty
fights every wee.k. wpat it basically comes down to is a matter of
involved in a scuffle that resulted
· XU' s campus security's respect between students.
in the current student beiiig taken hands are tied because these are
Forthoseofyou who choose .
to University Hospital to receive off-campus hoµses, which leaves to have a party at your h,ouse, you
stitches.
.
many inCidents in the hands Of the' need to'be aware that you can be :
The following night, on the loeal police.. in the hands of the criminally or civilly liable for any
1700 bl~k of Cleneay, a·larger students· to control·:themseives. transpiringsthatmaygponduring
alter'?ation took place. At about 2 Xavier. does ·have a boxing team . the party.
.
. a;m.,NorwoodpoliceandXUcam.:~ ·for those who feel the need to
For those.of you who attend
' pus security responded to a fight release energy through their fists. these p~es, you have to respect
invol~fog several Kuhlman Resi- .
Going back to last year; it's these people's property. How
dence Hall students and the resi- hardtorememberatimeatXavier many· times .do you have 50-75.
dents of the off,.campus house.
when·off-campus parties have at- people in your-domi room?
.A,ccording to. Mike. Couch,: tracted so muclt attenti~n. :In the · .•. One of the many things that
chief of campus security, the April 30 edition of the Newswire,.,, separates Xavier, from other
Kuhlmari students were riot wel- there was a story .regarding an- schools arouµd the country is their
corned by the residents of the house other off-campus party where two . low ainount ofincidents compared
and were asked t<> leave:
·
students were arrested for disor- to other schools focated in urban
, . Couch said that even though derly conduct arid two others were area5~ All it'takes· is a little selfthere was no record of any weap- injured during an altercation.
control lmd respect for your fellow
ons involved in the incidents, he .
All.of this seems to be get- classmates. Sotipupyourcupand
·was "concerned about the tiehav- ting old in a hufcy. I H.ved ill the. throw your hands up~
· ior'~ at these off-campus parties.
city of Detroit for 18 years of my
Peace.

"After this last weekend, it makes
you wonder if the Norwood police
d
h
k.
epartment as to eep a separate
file
altercations involving
Xavier students at off-campus
hou.se parties."
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our _world go '·round
BY STEVE SMITH
DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Mother Teresa's death
BY JEFF DAVIS
OP-ED EDITOR

With all the h .(a over the
death of Princess L1 .•na this past
week, the world really didn't get a
chance to reef tlie fnipact o(another
great loss.
Mother Teresa's death was
hidden behind the Diana headlines,
ironically, the way the 87-year-old
would have probably wanted it.
Apparently the networks and
newspapers didn't think Mother
Teresa's story was as glamorous as
Diana's.
I have never been a fan of the
royal family, however I do feel sorry
for Diana's family and especially
herchildren. Butenoughisenough..
Diana, like Elvis, will be a
permanent cultural icon through the
years. But the life of Mother Teresa
should not just remain in our memories, but rather remain as an example to follow.
The relentless old lady fought
off pneumonia, heart attacks, and
other diseases ii1 her aging years and
still managed to answer God's call
to continue her missionary work in.
India. She didn't go to the poor
..areas of town for a: photo shoot and.
.then leave. She lived with the people

"The relentles~. old
lady fought off
pneumoni~, ·heart
attacks, and other
diseases in her aging
years and still_
managed to answer
God's call to continue
her mi~sionary work
in India."
and helped them physically and spiritually.
Mother Teresa didn't ask for
anything in return. She didn't expect anything. . However,. many
people gave herthe praise and credit
she deserved.
. She was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1979 for her work in
Cak:titta and last June received our
country's highest ci vii fan honor, the
Congressional Medal of Honor.
People have been talking about Princess Di being the most humanitarian person of our lifetime. But with

all due respect, Di's work With charitable organizations hardly touches
the lifetime of undaunting labor
Mother Teresa has given to this
world, especially those less fortunate.
So,. Mother. Teresa's·Hie
comes to a close, but her spirit will
continue to work through those who
followed her and now continue her
crusade.
There weren't specials on every TV network· known to man.
Mother Teresa's death was a kind
of"by the way," attheendofall the
newscasts and in the bottom comer
of newspapers.
It always seems like the "good
guy" finishes last in this day in age
- but hopefully after the dust has
settled around Diana's death, Mother
Teresa's legacy will be seen and
brought to the forefront of our society.
·God bless Diana and everyone else who has left us, but I ask
God to especially bless that little old
lady who walked in the footsteps of
Jesus Christ.
MotherTeresa will bemfssed,
not only in India where her missionary was· headquartered, but around
the world, where people now strive
to carry on her .unconditional calling.
).I'
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It would seem appropriate that
being the Diversfons Editor around
these parts, that I would have something to say about the vast world of
music.
Music appears to be such a
simple topic, but in rea:Iity, it creates
a c<?mplex world of good that helps
us make it through this crazy world.
Music's negative effects
Granted not all music does
good, or for that matter is good.
Music that is created from the wrong
roots and portraying the wrong message certainly can have adverse affects on our lives. Take the world of
rap music for instance.
Over _the past few years, artists that have produced rap music
have been nothing but harassed for
the messages they were relaying to
·America's youth.
While defendents of rap say
. that they are just dealing with the
experiences they have encountered,
it none the less has had its negative
effects on our society, which in my
opinion is a sad, sad situation.
I'm a fan ofrap music. Rap's
rhythmic beats and catchy lyrics are
difficult to ignore. It's great to dance
to. and atthe.same time it's grea.t to
. sit .back and listen to while having a
beer with some friends. ·
When Snoop Doggy Dogg
sings of "ho's," "murder," or
"sippin' on gin and juice," it doesn't
influence me in a negative way.
Maybe I'm less impressionable than most of America's youth,
but I'm a believer that you have to
listen and interpret at a certain level.
of discretion.
Mislead by the lyrics
Since lyrics seem to be the
main c01nplaint of most critics, it
should be realized that often lyrics
hafo entirely different meanings
than those interpreted by the lis.:
tener. Two examples come to mind:
Current rock stars Matchbox
·20, hit it big with their song "Push,"
which contains tlie lyrics "I wanna
push you around, I will, I will," "I
wanna push you down, I will, I will,'~
and "I warina take you for granted." .
Is this song·. encouraging
physical violence? Some activist
groups around the country say so
and voiced their opinion of protest
against the "provocative" lyrics.
What is the song really about?
The 'song is a' tale of emotiorial1 prun that can' be suffered as
the results. of a relationship. The
terms "take you;for granted" give it
away that there is no actua} physical
violence encouraged, it's a play on
words indicating the ability. to be
pushed· around emotionally.
The other example dates back
a few years when Toad the Wet
Sprocket release~ the song "Hold
Her Down," a passionate song about
the nastiness of rape and how
"m~n"(?) who partake in this crime
arid how evil they are. It's a straight-

•forward song denouncing the act of
rape and physical violenc;e.
But was it perceived that way?
Numerous women's rights
groups were ,immediately knocking
. at Toad's door wondering why they
would encourage such a hideous
act.
Why' d they react this way?
Well, the song contains satitjca:I lines
like "take her arms and hold her
down, hold her down till she stops
breathing.'' .
It's interestipg to note thoµgh
that things were worked out and
Toad was askedto pfay a Rape Crisis Benefit concert, and now they
sp~>nsor their own concert annually
in California.
·
The point being, there is a
beauty to music that as the listener,
you have the ability tO interpret the
music and the lyrics any way you
want. B.ut before all the worlds problems get blamed on a song or a style
of music, people need to do two
things: Decipher the true meaning
or message in the song and understand that these artists have the right
to create whatever they want and
you as the consumer have the right
to not listen.
Music does the world good
Despite all the negative talk
that's been floating _around in years
past, music has'a unique ability to
help soothe problems and bond with
any emotion: T~~ a se~ond and
think of the role music has had in
your life.
· Whether it be· the feel good
jams that. flow out windows at parties, or that one song that forces you
to reminisce of days past, music has
an inevitably powerful role in our
everyday lives.
·
We listen to the radio as. we
get ready in the morning, headphones can be seen all around campus as students listen their favorite
tape on the way to class, we study to
the gentle sounds of a CD, arid we
share life greatest moments to the'
beat of an appropriate song.
Remember your first slow
dance? I bet you can name the song.
How many songs remind you- of a
significant other? Probably too
many to mention: What about that
song that you and your friends wore
out your senior year of high school?
Then there's the song that you
blast when you're angry, the one
you relax to when you're stressed,
the ballad that soothes, you when.
you 'redepressed; and ofcourse there
are those few songs;you absolutely
love that put you irt the best mood.
. J'his could go on forever.·
Most of us have ~t least one song for
every situation and have made music an enoinlous part of our lives. A.
wise decision if you ask' me.. Music
is a great thing, .not to be treated
lightly. Just ask Elvis how important music is:
·· ·
"I learned very early in life
that, without a song the day would·
never end, without a song a man·
ain't got a friend, without a song the
road would never bend. Without a
song. So I keep singing a song.''
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Gruber garners . goals

···~

Harriers. Qpen . ·.se·a.-son·.
.
.On Saturday, the cross-country. teani travt::led to Trotwood,
Ohio and came.back with mixed ~esults .. They pariicipatedin theRed
andBlue Invitational wipch WaS solely an individual Irieet ~o no team
. .. • .
.
>
scores were kept: ..· .. ·..· · ..... ·•
For the men, the. toj>finisherwasjunior Joe Burzinski. with a
sixth pface fiitlsh and, tirne ~fl 6:23. Other top 20finishers for the men
were all freshmen, in~ludingScottHolzkriecht (1 i th), Randy Dublikar
(15th), and Nick B.oeing (19th). ·
. ·. . . . ..· ..
·
. For. the women, there were three top 20 finisllers. l31and1e
Fischer;Mru]y Givens, and Jan Feichtner ran as a pack anp finished
.·
.
18th, 19th; and 20th, respectively.
.
· The next meet for the cross-country team will be The Miami
Invitationa~ on Sept 13.
· ·
.
·.
·Matt Madges

Golfers swing into season

continued from page 1
As if her soccer proficiency
wasn't enough, Gruber was getti.ng
it done in theclassrQOm as well. She
was a member of the 1995 A-10.
Academic All-Conference team as
well.·
As a junior, Gruber knew she
would no longer be a surprise to
anyone, especially her opponents.
But she continued to lead Xavier's
scoring efforts.
Xavier posted a 12-6-1. overall record, and a 6-2 mark in the A10, and Gniber put away goalS on a
pace just shy of one per game. She
ended the campaign with 15 goals
and 'three assists, for a tOtal of 33 .

~~' .
'
.
More importantly, Gruber was
The Xavier University women's golf squad opened up the 1997 · putting the ball in the net when ft
season this past weekend at the .Illinois State Redbird Classic, on the
counted the' most, in the clutch. She
Illinois State Golf Course, in Normal, Ill. The Musketeers finished
tied for the lead in the nation after
seventh in the 12 team field, 49 shots behind first-place Southern
the regular season with nine gameIllinois University.·
··
·
winning goals'.
Xavier shot a 114-over 990 as a team, with freshman Melissa
. Coming into her senior camBeck leading the way with a 24-over 243 (83-81-79) on the 'par 73
paign, Gruber encountered hype
course. Beck finished tied for 16th, 12 strokes off of the medalist
about several aspects of the upcom· position. Close behind Beck was fellow freshman Paula Greening
ing season.
who golfed 245 (81-83~81) which tied her for 20th place. The other
·First, there were the questions
Musketeers who scored for the team were senior Melissa Kenny with
about· her pursuit of the school
a 250 (85~90- 75) and junior Christy Fout who shot a 255 (84-81-90).
records. She entered. the season
The Xavier'women's golf team will be in action again this
needing 12 points and five goals to
weekend on Saturday ·an.d Sunday in Michigan· at the Michigan/
break the Xavier records.
·
Michigan State Spartan Fall Invitational.
She also welcomed several
-Matt Barber ·
freshmen to· ·the squad she was
captaining, including her sister,
Annette. The two had played together at St Ursula, and that reThe Crew Club will again be competing this schoolyear. The .
suited in the Bulldogs winning the
row in five regattas this fail during the five kilometer season.
Most importantly, Gruber entered her senior year with a team
Last year the women entered two boats in the Atlantic 10
lookin'gfor redemption. Despite a
Conference Championship, one of which, the varsity four; won a
6-2 conference record last year,
bronze medal. The inen, last year, have some bragging rights of their
Xavier did not make the. cut of the
own as the Novice Eight beat crosstown rival UC in Madison, Wisc.,
Atlantic 1OTournament. Making it
one of the largest regattas in the nation.
back to the tournament, and winThe25-memberclub, which includes four coxswains, is coached
ning it, is a high priority for this
byGaryWayhoff. "We'reclose-knitandproudofwhatwe'redoing,"
year's team.
.
says Emily Young; They will start the fall season on Sept. 27 with a
regatta on the Licking River. Crew is presently accepting applicaThis goal is even moreimpor, tant to the team for two reasons. As
tions for new members. For more information call Josh at 985-8929.
·Matt Barber
hosts of this year's conference tournament, the Musketeers feel they
have to be in it. And, for the first

Rowers· 1ooking for ,recruits

·Amanda Gruber ·
.

time ever; the winner of the A~ 10.
Tournament will receive an automatfo bid to the NCAA Tournament.
If you ask Gruber, however,
she'll simply ask, "whatpressure?"
With expectations mountirig and
excuses running. out, Gruber has
continued to put on her cleats the
same way, and has continued to be a
terror for opposing defenses. .
, She opened this .season at
home against Ohio University. She
. wasted no. tim.e getting on the
scoreboard, planting the ball in the
· net just over eight minutes into the
match as Xavier cruised to ;;t 6-1
win.
Gruber went on to score three
goals in the game, recording her
first hat trick as a Musketeer, and
.record.
, On Fri.day at Wright State,
Xavier ne.eded Gruber to step. up.
The Muskies fell behind early, giv:ing up a goal in the first niiniite of
play on a penalty kick.
Just over halfway through the
first half, Christie Reinshagen fed
Gruber, and quickly the score was
tied at one.
.
With the record .one goal away,
Gruber looked as relaxed as ever.
Her parents, however, were anxiously watching from the sidelines,

holding their breath whenever
Gruber touched the ball.
In the 80th minute, Xavier got
a penalty kick, and it was up to
Xavier's best goal scorer to take it.
Without much drama at all,
Gruber lofted the ball to the left side
of the.net and over the diving Raider
goalkeeper.
.
.
.
With that, the Xavier history
books were rewritten, and yet Gruber
was just happy. to have put the
Muskies in the lead for good.
- On Sunday, she scored her
l 13th point by putting in a ball that
was fed to her by her sister Annette
.
in _the s.Sih minute. .
. ..What makes Gruber such an
outStanding player is her al:!ility to
find openings on the field. "In ad~i
tion to her technical abilities, she
has a tireless work ethic~" said Quinn.
"She'll work to get into positions
where someone is going to play the
ball so she can get it!'
"Her strongest attribute is her
ability to turn and get a shot off
quicker than anybody else," said
Kelley. "She doesn't need the extra
touch to get settled that most players · ·
do."
Depsite the records, the scoring titles, the accolades and the attention, Gruber just strives to go out
and win. games. Even after her
record setting weekend, Gruber was
more.· excited. about the wins than
. the records.
''The records might be nice to
look back on a few years from
win. "Right now I'm mor~ excited
that we. got two big wins. in our
region."
.
Kelley rooms . with Gruber, .
and has shared captain duties for
Xavier with since last season, in
addition to being the pair both being
starters since their freshman cam.'.
paigns.
"I feel very lucky to have
played with such .a good player,"
said Kelley .··"Butmoreimportantly,
I'm really glad I got to know her as
a person."

On Tap'(i3 Dixon, XU win season opener

···~···························
·Wednesday, Sept. JO •Women's Soccer at Miami at 5 p.m.
Friday, Sept. IZ
·

Saturday, Sept. 13

Sunday, Sept. 14

•Men's Soccer vs. Akron at 7 p.m.
•Volleyball vs. Tennessee Tech* at 5 p.m.
•Men's Golf at Falcon Cross Creek Invitational in
Colorado Springs, Colo.
•Volleyball vs. Georgetown* at 1:30 p.m.
•Volleyball vs. Miami* at 7:30 p.m.
•Cross Country at Miami Invitational
•Men's Golf at Falcon Cross Creek Invitational in
Colorado Springs, Colo.
•Women's Golf at Michigan-MSU Fall Invitational
•Women's Soccer vs. Ohio State at 6 p.m.
•Men's Soccer at Wisconsin at 1 p.m.
·
•Men's Golf at Falcon Cross Creek Invitational in
Colorado Springs, Colo.
. •Women's Golf at Michigan/MSU Invitational

All home games are in bold
*Miami University Ainerihost Classi!!
ivHome soccer matches are played at <:;orcoran Field

,.

Game· of the· Week
'

)

'

Woinen's Soecer vs. Ohio State
6 p.m. Friday at Corcoran Field
The Musketeer lady . kickers .opened .their season 3-0 .
heading into this week's action. The Muskies boast avery
balanced attack, ·and up front .they ·are led by Xavier's most
prolific scorer in sch.ool µistory, Amanda Gruber~ This match is ·
the last of their regional contests before th~ start of the difficult .
Atlantic 10 Conference schedule.

BY MATT MADGES
SPORTS WRITER

The men's golfteam began its
season last Friday with an
outstanding showing at the Dayton
Invitational. The team took first
place in the tournament by a seven
shot margin, beating out seven other
teams.
Junior Steve Dixon, who led
the team with a 74.52 average last
year, started 'the. season off with
brillance as the medalist of the
tournament with a one-under-par
score of 69. Not far behind Dixon
Junior SteveDiXon.
was teammate; Matt Servies, who
tied for second with two other golfers shooting a 71.
spot in the NCAATournament;
.The Musketeers take some
By winning this · past
high hopes and lofty expectations . weekend's· tournainent, Dixon has
into this season. '"The first goal at garnered 18 career "Top 10" finhand is to . win the conference ishes. This leaves hirrijtist one short
championship arid then .take if from oftheXaviercareerrecordfor"Top
there," said Di.Xon. · He hopes that 1O". finishes. David von ·Haefen,
this season will lead the team to a who· pl_ayed for ·XU from 1990-93,
•...

.....

presently holds the record with 19
such finishes.
The team's showing at Dayton can be looked at as an indicator
to their chances in the Atlantic 10.
In the victory, the team beat Dayton
and Duquesne, both conference
rivals.
· Dixon pointed to. the
con~i'stancy of Xavier's five scoring
golfers in helping lift the team to the
victory in the Dayton tournament.
"Our team this year is much deeper
than last year and o~r team has great
unity," said Dixon.
The other Xavier scorers in
the victory were Michael Ries and
JeffMarrwith 73, arid Tim Donovan
at 75.
The team's next match begins
Friday and. runs. through Sunday:
They will be at the Falcon· Cr9ss
Creek Invitational in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
The Musketeers have until the
. spring to worry about Atlantic 1.0
'· play,· with the tournament falling in
April.
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Xavier rallies frO:ni •. sh.utollt loss
BY STEVE SMITH
· .. DIVERSIONS. EDITOR

· TheXaviermen'ssoccerteani
split a pair of matches this weekend,
moving their record to 2.: I'- l.
Sunday's 5~2doinination ofWestern
Kentucky salvaged some pride for
the Musketeers after a Friday night
4-0 embarrassment at the hands of
crosstown rival Cincinnati.
The Musketeers fell behind to
Western midway through the first'
half as Xavier goalkeeper Patil
Wessling '\vas beaten hne'-on~orie
the
26
mirtute' ,<-; mark.
Xavier· .. captain Jeff. Bauer
exemplified. the Musketeer'•s,
resilienc~' as · h.e answered the
Hill toppers goal ,with strike of his
own. Bauer'·s second. goal of the
season started what quickly became
a Musketeer barrage·ori Western's
defense.
'\With them scoring first. I
would say we were more frustrated
than worried," said Bauer. · "We
knew we had the ability to score,
because we were controlling the '
ball."
Forward · ~has Cooke
followed Bauer's goal with a blast
from therightsideofthe 18,only 17
se<;onds after Xavier's initial strike.
While dominating the rest of-the
half, the Hilltoppers withstood the
Muskie attack to keep the score at 21 heading into the breitk.
· .· The second half would prove
no: different· for the Hilltoppers as.
Xavier continued to apply offensive.
pressure, oniy this time Xavier
connected for three goals~

at

a

Bill Schaefer scored his secA usually resilient Xavier
ond goal of the season to extend X's te~found themselves oveipowered
lead to 3-1.
·
·
by· an impressive Bearcat squad.
· "We were creating .chances··. ut·~ Andrew Kean added·
against Western," said Schaefer. • cinCiririati' s third goal three minlites.
"Something we weren't doing into .the second .half, assisted by
against UC. We have. a more Issiah Davis. ·
balanced attack this year and when
The rest of the half went
we create the chances we have the scoreless as both teams battled hard
ability to score more often."
in an intense, physical game. The
Following Schaefer's lead Musketeers were called for 22 fo~ls
Steye Stamper added a goal as he compared to only eight for UC, and
nnished.off a David Spaccarelli were outshot by the Bearcats. 10' to
corner kick with a header fromjust four. Each teain recei,ved a
of
ouisiqe
six yard box. .
·
yellow cards.
' .·
· . · .·• . ·
With less than four "ffiin~te~
· Dutch sensation Maringo · ·
Vlijter was not to go without a goal left in the match UC pu't the game
of his own, as he found the back of away with a goal from. Drew ·
th~ riet off an ru;sist from Staniper. ' Medberry, notching the final 'at 4-0
. Western added late goal to and av~ngi~g 2~0 loss to ,the :M:~smake the final 5-2.
keteers last year. · ·
.
"Wehadalittlebitofrevenge
"We sirftply didn't pla:y our
onourniinds," said Schaefer. "Since game," said Bauer. "They beat: us
we were blown out onF~iday, we physically'. They beat us to every
wanted to blow someone out."
ball. orice 'we got away from our
Friday night Xavier found style of play we got frus~ated and '
themselves .at the short end of the lost our composure.' 1
·
stick as they dropped this fall version
Despite their first loss .of the
of the Crosstown Shootout in s~ason, the Musketeers are off to
one ofthe best starts in school history
disappointing fashiOn.
In a very physical match, UC' and are still looking to post one of
Jamaal Frazier started out the the best seasons ever turned in by a
Bearcat scoring as he knocked in a Xavier men's soccer squad.
·
rebound at the 25 minute mark.
The Musketeers head into a
Frazier wasn't done though, tough three game set over the next
as he came back two minutes later week and half they face Akron,
with his second goal of the game, Wisconsin and Evansville. Xavier ·
this tillle off an assist from Ryan · has a lifetime record of 0-5 against
Schreck.
· Akron, o~o~ 1 against Wisconsin, and.
.
, The, 270 halftime qeficit was 1-16-2 against Evansville. . .
the f~r,st .. time this ~~ason. the
Tl{e Muskies will look to
Musketeers have trailed at· the half avenge il 5-1 loss fo Evansville they
suffered~last year whe'il the teams
and it proved to be too muc~.

pair

the

a

a

s

a as

Senior cd-captain Jeff Bauer moves t~e ball if! against Western
Kentucky. Bauer scored his second goal of the season in this match. .
give them an edge this time around.
This stretch could prove very
Playing Wisconsin on the road important as the men look jmprove
will be a tough match. The Badgers on a disappointing 7-11 finish last
won the National Champior~ship in . season
".This next stretch will give.us
1995, but are currently in a rebuilda chance to prove to ourselves that
ing year.
, The Zips always give the we can play this. game at a top 25
Musketeers trouble, but Xavier level," said Bauer. ,...This is our best
hopes the home field advantage will test outside of league play.''
meet a week from Sunday at Evansville~

Muskies open 3-0
Quinn was very pleruied with
his
team's
perfonnance. "It was an
BY PE'rE·HOLTERMANN
absolute
classic,"
he said. "We
SPORTS EDITOR
played with intensity, heart and courage."
The Musketeer women's socErin Coley scored· Xavier's
cer team hit the road this past week- first goal on a blas.t from the outside
end for two games in a three game in the 21st minute. Amanda Gruber
set of away contests. They returned gave the Muskies an insurance goal
to Cincinnati with a pair of wins, but in the 55th minute.
also some key injuries.
· At Wright State, the Muski:es
Xavier handed Wright State a also had to overcome some adver3-1 defeat on Friday, and then beat sity to' get a win. Just over 45
Evansvill~ by a final tally of 2-1. seconds into the match, the Raiders
The wins stretched XU' s record to got on the board with a penalty kick.
3-0 on the season.
Twenty-:four minutes ·later,
The Evansville match took a Xavier was onthe board thanks to
physical toll on the Musketeer squad, Gruber after she was fed.by Christie
with several players getting hurt ..
Reinshagen.
Junior goalkeeperAnp. Marie
In the 79th minute,
Hubbard left the match 40 seconds Reinshagen leftthe game after rebefore halftime with a deep bieep' ceiving her second yellow card in
bruise after getting kicked in the the match .. , .: . . .•..
arm.
With only 10 players on the
Junior Karen Kase took over field, Xavier stepped up its play,
in the net, and made seven saves for and three minutes later, Gruber put
Xavier. "Karen came up big for us the Muskies up for good on a penin the second half," said Xavier head alty. Amy Reinshagen added some
coach Dr. Ron Quinn.
insurance with a goal of her own in
Xavier had another big loss . the 83rd minute.
when sophomore midfielder Amy
.Both Amy. and .Hubbard are
Reinshagen went down with an ankle expected to be sidelined for tonight's
sprain.
match at Miami. The Red Hawks
Despite the injuries, Xavier , are in their> first year as a varsity
played tough against a gooo Evans~ levelteam. .
. . . ..
.
ville squad. The Aces launched 20
On Sunday, Xavier .will welshots ·at the Muskies, but only one comes Ohlo State to Corcoran Field
found its way into the net.
for a 6 p.m. match .

Volleyball
at Pepsi Classic
Champaign, IL

Illinois def. Xavier

15-5, 15-2, 15-3
Fri., Sept. 5 .
K: XU-14 (Janszen-4); UI-34 (Coleman-8) ..
A: XU-14 (Espelage-8); UI-29 (Beitz-19).
SA: XU-3 (Maitner~2); Ul-3. Blks: XU-5;
Ul-11. Attendance: 2,101. LOM: 1:07.

Scoring: WK-Johnson (Gardner) 26:59; XUBauer, 33:21; XU-Cooke, 33:38; XUSchaefer, 56:28; XU-S. Stamper(Spaccarelli)
64:11; XU-Vlijter (S. Stamper) 75:54; WKBrown (Jahnson) 84:46. Shots: WK~8. XU10. Saves: WK-Cecil-4 (78:08) McEacherl, XU-Wesseling-4. Fouls: WK-5, XU-12.
Cards: XU-yellow-Vlijter (53:36); WK-yellow-Robsen (53:45); WK-yellow (67:58).
Conditions: 87' Sunny. Attendance: 265.

Women's Soccer

Louisiana State def. Xavfor

Xavier 3, Wright State 1
Fri., Sept. 5
Raider Field
Dayton,' OH

15-10, 15-11, 15-9
Sat.,. Sept. 6
K: LSU-31 (Cantu-10); XU-33 (Janszen) 1). A: LSU-28 (O'Connor-25); XU-16
(Ores-16). SA: LSU-7 (Carr, Boken-2); XU6 (Ores-2). Blks: LSU-8; XU-4.5. Attendance: NA. LOM: 1:16.

Men's Soccer

·Cincinnati 4, Xavier 0
Fri., Sept. 5
Meyers Field
Cincinnati, OH

Scoring: WS-Stonitsch, :46, XU-Am. Gruber
(C. Reinshagen) 24:20; XU-Am; (iruber,
80:26; XU-A. Reinshagen, 83:43, Shots:XU14, WS-8 .. Saves: XU-Hubbard"2; WS-Toins6. Fouls: XU-12, WS-14. Cards: XU~yellow
c. Reinshagen; xu~ied-c. Reinsabgen. Conditiqns: 77' Sunny. Attendance: 21 L

Xavier 2, Evansville J .
Sun., Sept. 7 .
Black Beauty Field
Evansville, IN

Scoring: UC-Frazier, 25:38; UC-Frazier
(Schreck) 27:44; UC-Kean (Davis) 48:09; ·
UC-Medberry, 86:37; Shots: XU-4, UC-9.
Saves: XU-Wesseling-3; UC-Mobley-3.
Fouls: XU-22, UC-8. Cards: UC-yellowCedegren; UC-yellow~coach Cook; XU-yel~
low-Crosby; XU-yellow-Flood. Conditions:
68' Clear. Attendance: 411.

Scoring: XU-Coley (A. Rcinshagen) 21 :36); ·
xu~Am. Gruber (An;' Gruber) 55:46; EUMeek (Roylance) 72:14. Shots:XU-5, EU20. Saves: XU-Hubbard-4 (44:20) Kase-7;
EU-Miller~2. Fouls: XU-14, EU~7. Conditions: 84' Suimy; 'Attendance: 523.

Xavier 5, Western Kentucky 2
··
Sun., ~ept. 7
Corcoran Fieid.
Cincipnati, OH

Red arid Blue Invitational
· Sat.; Sept. 6 .. · ··.· ·
. Trotwood,. OH ·• ·

................

. -.

~.' ',•.

.

· ; ··

Men's Cross Country

5 kilometers
Top finisher:Dan Moroney, Dayton (15:46).
Xavier finishers: 6-Joe Burzinski -(16:23);
11-Scott Holfknecht (16:45); 15-Randy
Dublikar (16:59); 19-Nick Boeing (17:15);
23-Keith Crawford (17:51).

Men's Golf

· Dayton Fall Invitational
Fri., Sept. 5
Dayton, OH
Par70
Team Scores: Xavier 286, Dayton 293,
Bellannine 297; Detroit 304, Oakland 309,
Duquesne 311, Northern Kentucky 311, Butler 313. ·
Medalist: Steve.Dixon, Xavier (69)
Other Xavier Scores: T2-Matt Servies, 71; ·
Michael Ries, 73;JeffMarr, 73; Tim Donovan
' '
.
75.. '

Women's Golf ·

Illinois State Redbird Classic
Fri;-Sun., Sept. 5-7 .· ·
Normal, IL
Par73
Team Scores: Southern Illinois 941, Iowa
State 943; llliiiois State 950, Northern Illic
nois 957, Morthern Iowa· 961, .Southwest
Missouri State 976, Xavier 990,. Bowling
Green 992, Bradley 997, De Pauw 1087,
· Eastern Illinois 1104, Evansville 1192, ·
Medalist: Jami· Zimmennan, Southern Illinois, (231 ). .
. .
. ..
· ,
Xavier Scores: T16-MelissaBeck, 243; T20Paula Greening, 245; T34-Melissa Kenny,
250; T40-Christy Fout, 255; 58-Trilcey
Brown, 276.
· · ·
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Volleyball st(uggles continue ·WirB Web X-_Tra
.

On~ofthebrightsp6ts6ftNs:- ~

.

· ·. ·
·_.-·-.
-·
MATT BARJJER
ASST. SPORTS

•

_ young seasop has 'beeQ th.e play of
_ freshman setterTanuOres>Ores, _
·
sharing
' the setter rol~_~with juni<>r·'Cara -

'

'i!epnp!n_r:~~~a~:=~s

' >

from'Politia~;.rii;;·hasbeen

EDITOR .

::~'.;sspelegeWhoilas~sQb~en.Playing

;~\y~lloffate: . , :•.•·.. : -- -•--· _: .
>< ·XU may be':0~5 .this season;

- . The Xavier JJniversity
wonien;s volleyball te1m1 (0~5)

droppecitwbmatch.~sthispastweek~
:-. but they' hilve battled some of the
end to some veiytough c~mp~tition
.- bestwomeh' s volleybalFtearns in
at 'the.Universlty. . o(Illinois J~epsi
-. ·the country'. .Se>uthetn California,_
Classic. On Friday, XavierlostJts
· the 9tffrariked teatµ in the nation by- _
first- match- to the eventual tourna- ·
- the.
VolleybaU · Coac_hes ·
ment champioll.s, hostll~inois'(6~0). ·, · .Head Coach Floyd Deaton·· ,_ -·-Associati6ri, and. Michigan ·State, ·• The next day, the :Musketeers came··- _.
..
-' · _-. •-. number11:- both got the. best of the _•:·
out on the short endo:f three hard:. · , . . ._ _
_. _ _ . ____ -••- . _. ____ . Musketeerssofarthis.season,a5ha8
fought games- against Louisiana . were ready for this_ ki(1d ofat~o-. a~erygoodDuketeanrllndihi~past: ;,
State (4-1) for their.second.Joss cif• sphere;''h~.c:ontill.ued,''Ihopewh~n weeketids'opponents~ __ , . _- · . '
· . . _.·
• w~Jinally ge,t home that we get this
-/ : ,:flyen·though Xavier na5 been
the weekend.< -_-·.,- ..
_. -IiI the.first"match,_XU ~ame ._,kincl ofsupport", _,·: _ tilinia'heating;De~!o~-h"pes·tlle ..
up agllinst avoll~yb~l m1;1chine i_n '. ·.:/ -•. · · · '17he s~concl match· wi~h/ Musketeers-will.be able to use these·
llliriois. .Following a solid' gariie : Louisi,ll.Ila State vvas cl.pser, but agam· match~~·" as. a_ le~Jillg experience
plan,' the Fighting Illinfwere n6t ;, XlJ werif down 3~0 05.::10, 15-11, . whentheystartplayi~g-againstcon~
overpowering on their. serve, -but 15-9). Xavierout-set and out-killed ference foes such as Rhode Island,
methodically made good sets Lsu;·but the Musketeer's 15 ser- U Mas·s, and Dayton.
. . "We'll compete when we get
followed by good kills. Defensively,' . vice errors were too rriuch tO over-.
foA-to'Play,"saidaconfidentcoach
Illinois was flawless with it~ 11 come~
blocks to Xavier's five .. Illinois
.• "We did not have real good Deaton.
.TheMusketeerswillfaceTenrodethisproficientplaytoa3-0(15- showings this :weekend," said
5, 15-2, 15~3) defoaf of the Deaton, "We;re still not healthy." nessee Tech, Georgetown, and MiMusketeers in front of 2, 101 Junior middle blocker Gabe Cook, ami (OH) this weekend in the Miscreaming fans.
who had been starting, is out with an ami University Amerihost Classic
Xavier's head coach Floyd ankle injury, and freshman outside in nearby Oxford, Ohio.
Deaton called it a great atmosphere · hitter Jill Holmstrom,.who had been
Atlantic· 10 conference play
for volleyball. ''The fans really get seeingconsiderableplayingtime,is begins for Xavier on Sept. 19 at
behiriditthere,"hesaid,i:'eferringto day-to-day with an injured shoul- Rhode Island.
the crowd support that hometeam der. Junior middle hitter Jolie
The first home match of
lllinois'received this past weekend. Camella has not played at all yetthis Xavier's _season will . occur on
"Even after playing at 'Michigan season and is out indefinitely with a Wednesday, Sept. 24, against Day- .
State last-weekend, I don't think ~e broken foot as well.
· ton at Schmidt Fieldhouse.

.

d--

campus, don't wait
until Wednesday to find
out the details. Check
the Newswire web site.
for all the latest news
. you need.
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Call today to
register for
our FREE
GMAT,LSAT&
MCAT
admissions
seminars!

1 ·.800-KAP~tESl
- wWw.kaplan.com _ ·
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·Thaiik•you toall the Stars of Ma.Dresa-19$7!
Campus Ministcy . _
Freshman Programs ,
Office of the Bursar

XU Physic!;tl Pl~nt
Marriott. Food ·services
The Information Desk

Student Devel()pment
- The Techn.icalCrew
.Student Govemi.nent Assoc.

and .. ·. many, many other offices, departments and individuals__across 'campusii · ·
"·

Carl Dieso

Megan Mitchell
. Amy Coles
Lindsey Radabaugh
Jason Barnes
Joy Krisor
Erin Murphy
Monica Stratman
Kevin Varda
Julie Collins
Sarah Elliott .
Nicole Wuestefeld
Josh Brubaker
Ken Cowan
Joe Birsa_
Lisa Price
MaryDraus
Jessica Hansberry
Sara Timmins
l}Dunker

Kim Mcintosh

Sara Weinstein
Melissa Gressrier
Katie .Keller
Jill Yungblut~
Sarah Hageman
Kelly Ryan ,
Aimee. O'Brien
. Bridget Fagan
Jennie Voors
Colleen Gallagher .
Kim Stover
Kristi Waning
Trent Engbers
Lisa McCafferty
Lynn Grunzinger
Elizabeth Deiter
· Meagan Conry
Alisha Wood

.

Postal Services
Academic Affairs ·
Student Services

Office ofAdmissiori
Commuter Services
Campus Safety & Security

, t'·':·:'.·'

Susan Lysaght·
Andy Woods_
Doug Nunn
Katie McGhmis
.Julie Lynch
Nina Bieliauskas
Neal Luebbers
Kris Kober
· Matt Barber
Mollie Kerscher
. Jennifer Adkins
Suzanne Redfern
Maria Stamatakos
Joslyn Jacobs
Matt Ritchey
Ray Sullivan
. Brendan Mathis
Chuck Knipp~n
Sara Jackson -·

Kati Swieca
Matt Knittel
Ally Crouch
Rebecca Collins
Nick Young
Brendan Fay
Kathy _Piech
KateGromen
Jenriah Durant
Janeece Docal Marisa ·Russell
Kelly Klamo
.Eric Sutherland
Andrew Weiss
Laura Wolf
Rob Eich
Angela Peters
Dan Butler" -;.... ·
':: .. ··.:
Dena Lewi~
.. '

Jaclyn Anderson
Lisa Kramer ·
. AlisonAlbers
Bobby Friel
Sarah Fopeano _
Jennie LeMaire
Todd Parkhurst
Chris DiGiusto
Rebbeca Brattain
Brian Brockman
Lori Beyer
Joe Nugent
Kristen Barker
Karin Dunkin
Valerie Vickery ,
Cedlly VanDyke
Jim Buelow
Megan Hunziker
Tracy Killilea

.·:..

}YIAJJReSA S'f.KJ3

Karen Byerly
Pete Holtermann
Cathy Lampe
.Josh Neumeyer
Jill Szalkowski -·

"'

·Lorraine Crouch
Richard Jones_
Jen Marischen
Katie Noveske
Sean· Uniacke

Lori Culver
Christine. Bielski
Kevi.l'l M:ccarty
.Meredith. Ohlin -·
"
· Erin VanderPutten

'

Rudy F.ajardo · · _
Paul Kobelesky
-. Molly Meiners
. Ed .Schmidt
.· · Lauren Zeillmann

_}\1'elissa HetUr:tger ..
Ryan Kress _
Sam Miller·
Megan 5exto.n

. . . . . ~~~~~~

JVfA>JREsA eone~~~~~~~~~

Megan

Conl~ffe. -__

_·_

Michael Alderson

.

Danielle Luke

Steve Noga

. _

_ Chris Klefas.

_ .

Each of y~u, _as niern_bers of llie XaVi~r-fJ.rliversity Orientation Team m~de a.cliffere~ce·ln the li~es of ·.
new students. Your hard work and dedic_diidn to the Manresa was f{~eatlyccppreciatei:!_! _
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The-Charts
These are last weekend's top 10 movies and millions we
spent:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

G.I. Jane
Money Talks
Air Force One
Hoodlum
Conspiracy
Theory

$10.3
$9.4
$ 8.5
$ 8.1

6.
7.
8.
9.

Excess Baggage $ 6.3
Mimic
$.6.2
Copland
$ 5.8
Kull
the Conquerer . $ 35
10. ·Men in Black · $ 3.4 ·

$6.9.

The following titles are scheduleci'ror.release ()D Sept.16:
Mariah Carey, Butterfly (co-produced by Sean "Puffy''. Combs w
one track featuring Bone~Thugs-in-Harmony) (Columbia)~ .. Insane Clo-WO
Posse, The Great Milenko (Island).;. Mack 10, Based on a. True Story
(Priority) ... Peach Union, Audiopeach {Epic)... The Refreslullents, The
Bottle & Fresh Horses (Mercury).u Adam Sandler, Wliat's Your Name?
(Warner Bros.)... Carly Simon, Film Noir (Arista) ... Tower of Power,
This Time (Motown)... Dwight Yo3kam, Coineon Christmas (Reprise)...
OST, Soul Food (produced by Babyface) (LaFace, Arist3.) ... all 'dates are
tentative.

photo by Steve Smith

Jewel yodeled and strummed through an impressi~e set last Saturday in· Tol~do. The Alaskan singer's 21
song set covered many obscure tracks as well as selections from "Pieces of You."

Jewel sparkles in. Toledo
Bv STEVE SMITH

Thursday, Sept. 11
· Faith No More at Bogarfs. Tickets available through Select-a-Seat by
phone 721-1000 or 1-800-232.:.9900; ·
·
.
Insane ClownPos5e at the Garage. Ticketrnaster 5624949¥
.·,..,
•

'

.:

.

•

•

"I•
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Friday, Sept. 12

Wide-

spread Panicat the Taft Theatre. Ticketma8ter 5624949.

"'
Saturday, Sept. 13
. Big Ass Truck at Ripley's. Tickets at the door. ·861-6506.

a

Sunday, Sept. 14
Ween
(Push the little daisies and make them come up!) at Bogart's. Select-aSeat by phone 721-1000 or 1-800-232-9900.
Wednesday. Sept. 17

ls a a c

Green & the Skalars at the Garage. Ticketrnaster 5624949.

Coming soon...
Alan Jackson, LeAnn Riines, Pantera, Blur, Smashmouth,
Clutch, Vertical Horizon, Coal Chamber, Hogscraper, FleetWood
Mac, Nanci Griffith, Brooks & Dunn, Reba McEntire, Why Store~
moe., Dance Hall Crashers, Michael Flatley Lord of the Dance,' Steve
Winwood, and Primus.

F'a.i.t:h. N·oi M:o=te=.
w/ .2im/1, OJ,;x/vit

Vertical Horizon·

Thursday, Sept. 11
1·p.m.

@Bogart's
,.

"

.

. OUR SPORTS EDITOR PROMISES AN EXPLODING PIANO
AND A FISH FLAPPING ON STAGE!

liner appeared on stage to close his the touching emotional chords of a
set.
The two belted out Baerwold' s folk singer observing life.
DIVERSIONS EDITOR
last song, "SmartinaStupidWay."
The crowd erupted on her.
There were no flashy lights,
Jewel returned to the stage 20 breakthrough hit "Who Will Save
no over-exaggerated stage shows, minutes later, welcomed by a stand- Your Soul?". and swooned at the
and certainly no mosh pits. Instead, · ' ing ovation and the hoots and hollers romantic vibe. of "Morning Song."
·· there were parents with their pre-. of her adoring young fans. ·
.· Other highlights included the
teen children~ teenagers decked out .
Clad in ·a cowboy hat, black defiant, frustration-filled "Daddy,"
· in their trendy ·clothes, and the feather jacket, black blouse, blue which she wrote after experiencing
twenty-somethings that seemed jeans, and cowboy boots, she opened . the bigotry of her friend's father.
. strangely out of place~ AU were her set 'with a striking a cappella .
.. The crowd boisterously sang
there to soak in the sounds of a girl take of "Near You Always." .She background vocals on the simplistic
and her guitar.
intently showed ~er vocal prowess · love song "You Were Meant for
Sure, there was a band back- and emotional insight on the ballad Me" and watched in awe as she
ing her up for part of the show, ·but that describes the inner st:nlggie of
passionately delivered the current
.there didn't need tobe; a solo per- person who is afraid to let go and mega~hit '°Foolish Grunes.;,
forrnance was more than enough to . experience love.
Throughout the show, Jewel
bring 4,500 people; a packed house,
Love was the major theme in created a si:rorig relationship with
totheirfeetsong.aftersong.
almost all of Jewel's 21 song set; theaudienceanditwasevidentthat
Jewel Kitchner, affectionately she shared the complexities of 19v~ 'she was genuinely enjoying herself
known simply as Jewel, was a cow- and relationships through her pow- on stage, which put the crowd that
girl singing tales of love and rela- erful voice and strong lyrics.
much more into it.
tionships to an_ eager audience.
ContinuingwithtesserkDown
TheencoreincludedadedicaSaturday night's concert at the songs such as "Sometimes It Be ti on of the delicate "Angel Standing
. Toledo Zoo Amphitheater, proved That Way" and "Everything Breaks By" to the passing of Mother Teresa.
that the simplicity of singer/ Sometime," Jewel performed with And she closed the show with an
songwriter music will never fall upon a rougher edge than found on her 5- inspired version of "Chime Bells,"
deaf ears as long as talents likeJewel million-selling CD, ''Pieces ofYou." showing off the yodeling talents her
neverlosetheirwillingnesstoshare. ·
That edge was most evident father taught her so well.
Theoutdooramphitheaterand when she brought her full band out
She took the wild, country
picturesque summer evening pro- to accompany her on soul-rockers two-stepper to its full capacity as
vided the ideal setting to hear the like "Down So Long" and "Cami- she progressively yodeled faster. A
youngstar's90minuteperforrnance. vore."
flamboyant ending to an otherwise
The 23-year-old Alaskan naThe blues driven "Carnivore" mellow show.
tive played a set ranging from acous- delivered the best lyric of the evening
What seemed to be the perfect
tic ballads to high-energy, electric as she belted the line "Once you've show on the perfect night came to an
rock staples that left the crciwci beg- had a taste of my love you ~on't go end too soon. Sure, 21 songs is a
ging for more.
··.
hungry again."
· rather lengthy set, but if! had it my
Openingact,DavidBaerwold,
Jewel assertively demon- . way she would have played until
failed to capture and hold the strated a full dynamic range as she dawn.
audience's attention for forty min- easily flowed from the electric
utes, until the much anticipated head- sounds of her rock '.n' roll jams to

. '~

.

Wednesday, Sept. 24 ~ The Stadium
Oxford, Oh
For ticket information call 513-523-4661

We at Diversions- knowhow Xavier kids love Vertical
Horizon
.
. . .
'

'

'

.

.

Third

Wish·
rocks
Village
BY LAUREN MOSKO
ASST. DIVERSIONS EDITOR

Everyone knows that there's
never a dull moment on the campus
of Xavier University. Last Sunday ..
was no exception.
Third Wish returned to rock
the Village last weekend, and that's
just what they did.
Expectations were peak after
last year's concert in the Downunder, ·
but the open air, free refreshments,
room to move (unlike. in the
Downunder), and unique grooves
made this year's performance a totally different experience.
At first, the turn out was a
little sorry, but once the sun went
down and the music started, X made
a decent showing.
"·'' Third, Wish .goLQle. cr,owd
hoppin; with the title track off their
second. album, "Miles from Soinewhere". "Open Space" proved to be·
a real mover-and-shaker, as weil.
The band showed that they
could slow it down, too, and still
exhibit solid musicianship. The onesong encore performance, "Megan",
left the Village in awe.
Marcus, the band's manager,
said that they were thrilled to , be
back at Xavier and hoped to build a
strong fan base here.
He was pleased at the number of students in attendance and
believed that there would be an even
bigger crowd when and if they are
asked to play again next year. We
can only wish... Marcus, himself,
was seen dancing along with the
crowd. (Is this guy smooth, or what?)
As for the CD give-away, two
lucky gentlemen, Sean Burns and
Jason Barnes- both members of
the illustrious "Class of 2000"were awarded the new Third Wish ·
disc, "Miles from Somewhere" , for
being such superfans and knowing
their TW trivia. (We will not dwell
on the fact that our Diversions editors were jumped in the parking lot
and badly beaten by these two gentlemen who would stop at nothing to
aquire this CD.)
The music, was ainazing, the· ·
bandand their manager were enthusiastic, the atmosphere was saturated with "luv for tha X", and the
concert was a great excuse to kick
off your shoes and dance away the
stress ofthe first few weeks ofschool.
It was true quality time on campus.
Props to rhird Wish, Marcus,
and the SAC for ~aking it happen~·,
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If you 're majoring in computer science, data processing, accounting, auditing, math or law, contact your.

Placement Director for more information, or write to: Assistant Director, Corporate Human Resources, ·
Three State Farm Plaza-Kl, Bloomington, lllinois.61791.-0001.
State Farm Insurance Companies • Home Offices: BICJ?mingcon, Illinois • An Equal Opportunity Employer' .
.
www.stacefarm.com
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•··t~.;aii~ ruck kuoob'·bA~~ilisfar~ ,w~Cl.willi:··

Madder Rose
...

:the refresl}irigly clear:vocclls of.Miiry Lor~o.n.

'

T~agic M~gic

·~·

'

' '.I'fj~:~yncs lire oftei(melancholy' yet~ere, is'
. 'an innocence that differentiates between hoh'-:
· esie~otion ancl petuiance(the·other guy~):
.. Hannting. tracks mid hidden wisdom· ar~
mii~s ~f.Madder>R~se. , ,'
.
.
·. . '·, If you do. nothing else. this s.emester,
with.~he exception of your homework; check
out this disc. . ·
·
· -Ltiuren Mosko
Asst. Diversions Editor

· ..

· {Atfantic) •.

·the

··.

.....

,•

,·"

.-.. Widespread Panic
Bombs and Butterflies
·(Capricorn)·

.. Isaac Green and the Skalars swing .their ska away.

· . Only once in a full moon does a iiniqu~
· '•
.. sound grace the:Diver~ions office .. TO'i:ieable .
~or Widespr~ad Panic, forward
. to Say that a particular band has soundJike . progress, though slow and steady' has been
other is both a rarity and an honor.· This ·virtually a non-stop ride ... on a tour bus.
honor has been bestowed upon the New York
The band· has managed to get back in
quartet Madder R,ose and their latest album the studio, and we have been ~lessed with
their latest masterpiece. "Bombs and Butterment with all the original Jamaican masters.
"Tragic Magic'." and they deserve it.
BY STEVE SMITH
. Skoolin' sets the seven member Skalars
flies''
(title in no way linked to the. Smashing
In the past, they performed as a raucous
D,IVERSIONS EDITOR ~
in a genre of their own as track after track rock act, opening for such bands as Hole, Pumpkins) is the newest edition to
··
brings a.different twist of Jam'aican ska in- . Bush, and Belly. But after doing a little soul . Widespread's eclectic canon of,liberate.d in·
It' s difficult to Jabel Isaac Green and fluences: Loaded with the typical ska brass . · searching, the band decided to take their sound strumentalinterplay, chaos, and communica·
the Skalars as a ska band. ;By default.it fits, but·. set up, the Skalars boast of three different in a new direction. "The point is that in life, tion. ·
by virtue and .stereotype itsa misnom~r.
saxes and a trombone in addition to drums, if you don, t keep growfog, you ruri the.risk of
The disc showcases many of the band's
To most, ska mu~ic runs the garnet of bass guitar, guitar, fatfisa. Green is credited repeating yourself, .mistiik:es and·: triulilphs new .ideas, including "Hope in a Hopeless
ska-pop stars Mighty Mighty.Bosstones ·aQd · with"steps and shouts," exactly what that is, .• alike," says Lorson .. ''The best wa}'. to avoid World;" a tribute to soul-rock legend Pops
Reel Big Fish; Their sourids have determined . no one is·quife sure, and Jessica Butler takes .stagnation is to create[yo'ur own i;hatlenges." Staples and his "effortlessly spiritual" inusic.
FroD1 the first track_your head will be "Aunt Avis," a track sung by John Bell and
the rriainstreamimpression of ''third wave',': care of a majority of the vocal duties.
ska and what the world has decided to expect
Female lead in the ska scene is a rare nodding to an .intoxicating .bass line; .and harmonized by Vie Chesnutt, is another trick
·
up the sleeve of the guys from Athens.
from th~ skasters of the ·~as. Don'tfall f<?~the sight, first thoughts draw comparison to the · you'll be hooked. · ·
Cosmic grooves prciduced through keytrap.
ska daJ;>bling of No Doubt and lead femme
continued on
p~ge}
6
. So what if .~?u~.?ivulge deeper ip.to the · Gwen Stefani,: but acco~panied.. by· the .· , \)oar4_s, ·• sarnpl~i.;. an4 foop~ •. <!11: •aCtcli@n .to
: . ,_ .· ._,..,
'·.··
. .....
ska scene•.learn its·..........
roots,·•..hear
ska's
•true
)earned
sound~ _of.Green s group, Butler •·.chri:
...
·G·'·-····-··--:!:1···•·.·-.
···b
·
.-:-·.·B·
·
""c--·
"'t"·>·
·
·
•
·
,~- ·
··.. ·...................... ,_,. . ,,
·..
. .....
___ ,,_
s. 1am11li:u1oon. _ass, 111y oeongm
WM~~~re~~·~~~~- ~s~S~~~~~~~~--~·-~-~-~·-~---~·----=============~
. .
'
'
.
'
.
ceived? Then maybe pfacfog Isaac Green i1Jld · tempts .of Stefani;
Butler's voice shines through on the
the Skalars into. the 'ska ffiix.isri't so far off,
maybe,just maybe S~Ille~fthese third wave Swing/oldies. combination CO Ver . Of .1
'
•
•
.
bands are the ones misplaced.' : · .· .... , . ·.·. "Bet1chwood4-5789" andFourTopsfl'emp-.
On their fulLlength. debutCD \\lith . tations sound of. "I Love You." Strange
Moon Ska Records, ~'Skoolin', with the• comparisons for.a ska band aren't they? .
Skalars," Green and hi~ gang~ s\ap ~9~ iri the
Green's shouts show up on the like~ of
face with a disc full of intriguing couplets ("I "Bloodshot Eyes" and upbeat lyric exchange.
admit .he's a coward/but at ie·ast now I'm· with Butler on "the Row;" Sorry, but his
· empowered), energetic· dance 00yes;. free• . "steps" (dance) don't show up anywhere on
flowingferilalevocals,andasoundthat'ssure the CD, you'll have to go see them live.
Ska is their style and what they wantto
to hit a part of your music soul. . ..
The Skalars knowledge of ska' s roots is .be know as, brit Isaac Green and the Skalars
evident, as they take the third wave of ska to . stick axtends. much farther than the modem
a new leveL
·
limitations of ska. With hints of soul, swirig,
In contrast to most ska acts currently R&B,rQOtsreggae,andtheclassicskasound,
Customer Service Representative: Involves sales
hitting; ~tages and airwaves, Green's group the Skalai's are everything you've every·
and customer service responsibilities. Part-time and Full-·
likes to slow things down for a 11lorimelodic· dreamed of. in a ska band,.
time schedules
available for evening shifts.
approach.· Rea5on? Green· says it's becau'se
.
.
.Jsatii: Green and the Skalars play at
"six out of seven members of the barid were
'Data Collection Interviewer: Administer scripted
college radio DJs,'' allowing them to
Tfie <]a~a,g~_()n.Wednesday, Sept; 17.
telephone surveys to consumers. No ·sales involved. Part-

Skoolin' Skalars

'I

a

,no

':•·

· · I.nvest In Your Own Fu~ure
•

•

•

'

'.
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· ·· .·MATRixx M~rketihg, Inc., ~.Cincin~ati Bell
company, 1s the largest worldwide telephone
marketing organization of its kind. Due to our
rapid growth; we are currently seeking dedicated
individuals to join us in several riew and
exparJ.ding departments. The following
positions _are presently available:

gr

experl- .

·" -time, evening .and
wee.kend schedules available.
,
.

.

.

MATRIXX offers:
Company Assisted Health Insurance (Medical/Dental),
401k/Profit Sharing, and Tuition Reimbursement.
Most importaht·of all,-·MATRIXX offers the chanceto
earn great paywhile ybu;gain valuable experience
. with a respected
internat~dnal·company
, · : : ..
·.
·
" . ;F .
~

-~

. ·.. Vis.it.us dn camp\is'..Friday, Sept.12, between.
· .11 am~2pm o·n thEfground f.loor of the University:
·. · · · . Cente_r.
• • •. t

For information contact a.recruiter at (513)458~8410 or
stop by our offices: · · · .
.
·
MATRIXX Marketing,· Inc.
4650 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, OH 45212

....

FAX: (513)458-8410
EOE

,.,_ ..

Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don't worry about the time or the distance .

..•
--

•

••

If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T
One Rate. Free. You'll also get a free one-year membership~ to Student
.

i

Advantage®-the largest student discount program ever.
• AT&T One Rate: only 15¢ a minute on calls from home-to anybody,
anytime, anywhere in the U.S.
• Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off
every day at thou.sands of your favorite neighborhood places and national
sponsors-like

Kinko's~Tower

Records® and Amtrak'."

I

Live off campusl Get AT&T One Rate
and a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

Ca 11

.

1-800-878-3872

or visit www.att.com/college/np.html

It's all within your
Student Advantage offer valid for AT&T Residential Long Distance customers.

reach

ATaT

© 1997 AT&T
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September 1 S

Finally, the Women's Soccer
dncinnati has been .blessed
··
· --. ·
·
· Team has a game that we can walk ·
to. , They are pla_ying at Corcoran . with a wonderful theater. It is not
justanytheater.it'sthe'OMNIMAX
Field at 6 p.m. _Ohio State Univer-. Theatfe~ Alaska.': Sp_ irit vf th(! Wild
sity will send their women dow_n for,-·-..
·
the challenge. We'll show them' is the feature_ presentation .. The
Museum Center is the home of this
who the real women are! Jfyou go, ·
· · ·· · ·
theatre ·which has a .show starting

!~i:e;!:~:~~!~r~ ~~~o~~t:~~~:~.

every hour: ori the hour. Tickets are
wedon'tallowthatatthisfineJesuit $6 .50 and well worth it. Sorry, no
matinee prices. The show is wonp;m. at Corcoran Field. Your friends
Institution.
. derful. You· watch this huge bear
on the ieail1 would appreciate yorir
eptem
er
September 10
play in .water. It is much more
support and it looks cool when you
Attention FRESHMEN! Go
amusing than it sounds, but 'it is
Road Trip. Find a friend that
·· . -·.
have school spirit.
to the Women's Soccer Game and
•Let's say someone told you to.
worth seeing.
has a car and tell them this road trip
get two free pieces of hot, mouth
gobuildahousesoyouwouldleave.
MUSIC EVENT! Jazz Fest is extra credit you rieed or you'll fail
watering, pizza and a ice cold, thirs~
National Constitution Week
them illone. Wouldn'titbefunnyif i997iscomingto a Grille terrace out. They won't say no. If they
quenching Coca-Cola. But wait,
begins
today. Bet you didn't know
youreaUydidgobuildahouse?It's near you. H-Bomb Ferguson and want to know where you are going,
that's not all. You will also receive
that! Make your way to the Taft
possible .., There'.s. _. a meeting in the Minute Men wiH play ft:om 8 - tell them the Oli.io Renaissance
a cool, useable XAVIER mug if you
House. Yes, the same place as the
Kelley Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. that JO p.m. Go, it will be good for you! Festival. _It is just up 71 north, exit
are one of the first 50 people there.
will tell you· how y~u can get inbirthday party, and sign the U.S.
45, about a 45 minute drive .. If you
What a deal, what a de_al. How could
volved with the 1998 Xavier Stu.:.'
Constitution. It is going on from i 0
really do need to do. this, for extra
you ever pass up such a deal? ..
GREAT. BAND! WONdent Sponsored Habitat for Human- ·
- 4 p.m. The worthwhile part is that
-credit, or you wish you were living
DERFUL BAND! YOU'LL LIKE
ity House. $45,000 was :raised by
.you get an awesome pocket size
in the Renaissance period, call 5 l3, The one way to guarantee .·
IT! Widespread Panic is great! If
this club to help those in need. It's
897~7000 for more specific direc..: yourselfbeing atall .bas'ketball home constitution (yes~ it is readable) and
you don't believe me; see for your-.
agreat way to get involved and meet
tions. You can stay.there from 10:30 games is by being cheerieader. even better; 'a .pin that reads "I
self at the Taft Theatre. Show starts
11
great people that aren't afraid to use
- 6 p.m. If your friend says rio, make Tryouts are at 7·.p.m. in the SIGNEDTHECONSTITUTION."
at. 7:30 p.m. It'll be good
your
a hammer and get dirty.
them feel guilty. It would be their Fieldhouse. Justthink, you can throw Can life get better than this? I think
sanity, and_ your friends will be
fault when you .don't return next the little blue ball~ into the crazy not.
.
impressed.
Ifbuildingisn'tforyou, goto
semester. Ifthey still say no, you
crowd .. Don't worcy;being blondis
the meeting anyway. Or, go .to
need new friends. Sorry.
not a-requiremerit .· ·
MOVIE! MOVIE! MOVIE!
Bogart's a~ 8 p.m. to hear L 7, Sweet
"Curse of the Cat People." You_
Beethoven was a wonderful
75, and Bluebird: - The meeting
Happy
to y6u!/. · . ·
know; that German Expressionist pe~son that. created wonderful mu~
would be a better choice, but it's all
-·film with the headless horseman in sic. This one piece, "Piano Con- Happy 140th Bii'.iliday·:to Wiliiam ·
, Se. ptem_
· ber
up to you. '
it. Not the one from "Legend of certo Number Five'', will be played' Howard· Taft, the 27th, president of
Go to the Habitat for Human- Sleepy Hollow," but the other head~ by the Cincinnati Symphony Or- the U.S. Wow! You'reinvitedtohis
. Pack up all of your stuff, or at
less horseman. Anyways, it's play- chestra. Have this burning desire to party. It will be at the ,Taft Ho~e in
itymeetingat8:30p.m: Daveneeds
ing in Kelley Auditorium andit is hear it, right? ·Solution! .Music Mt. Auburn from 2-4 p.m. Free least the most important things you
people to help him build a house ..
FREE. Br. Pryo,r himself will be Hall, tonight You're parents would punch, foe cream,. and tour will be a.· own. Leave.when your roommates
He can't do it by himself.
introducing and discussing the film. · ~'proud of you. Isn't that your goal .part of. this wom:Ierful. celebration. are there, and when they aSk where
(J~ez, ·neyer bee11 to ~- lfiOth party\ . you are goi?g; say, "to fin a, ~yself."
. ··h .-. .. ·t. · c
, · ·-Isn't.that reason .enciugh:to gon? •.. _. in life? ·
·
'
Chris c anges tres;· ar1me1ts ··. •' '" · · · · · .,....., · ..,... ' .... -.. ·• ·· •
in the rain. Together they make the··- -. ··
Chris and Carl Show. They are here ,
to serve you, the students. Turn on
Xavier Radio on Xavier Cable, at 1 i
p.m., if you are fortunate enough to
live on campus AND have it.

for

t -· ·d ··. ·
ues ay

Bi;U,~·~
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thursday
September 11
There are no meetings tonight,
so if you feel like going to a concert,
go for it. It's at Bogart's at 8 p.m. If
you go you will be listening to Faith
No More. Please don't go if you
have a load of homework.
Go to Dana's. The Editor-inChief and half our staff will meet
you there for a GU/NESS, because
you know, it's a lovely day for a ·
GU/NESS. But, only if you have a
valid form of identification. If not,
stay home!!!

#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
Raise ail the money your
group needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment and very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x95

HELP WANTED
Adrica's, Mt. Adams parttime evenings servers, host/ess,
busser, prep/dish, cooks. Great
college job. Call 483-7830

HELP WANTED
R.Q. - Home Quarters
Warehouse
s.f.i. Sunrooms ·of
America
$10/hr Guaranteed,
multiple store locations,
nights and weekends; pt/ft,
high enthusiasm, high energy
level, professional attire, call
Ms J akola 334-6906 .

SPRING BREAK '98
Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go
Free!!! Student Travel Services is now
hiring campus reps. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Mexico, & Florida.
Call 800-648-4849

CHILD CARE NEEDED
In home child care needed for
an infant. Prefer non-smoker M-F
FI' - hrs. are flexible. Needed
within two weeks. Mason Area.
. Call 398-8200

FREE T-SHIRT

friday
September 12
FOOD! FOOD! FOOD!
Need to eat? Hope you said yes
since it is a life function. The Athletic
Dept. is sponsoring a cookout for
those with a meal plan. If you don't
have a plan; it's $5. Go down to the
OSC parking lot around 5 p.m. You
can then walk over to the soccer
game. Keep reading.

SPRING BREAK
Outgoing individuals· sell 15 & go FREE. Cancun,
South Padre, Mazatlan,
Jamaica, South Beach FL.
Guaranteed Best Prices 1800-SURFS-UP.
www .studeni:express.coni

+$1000
Credit Card fundraisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups.
Any campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application. Call 1800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified
callers receive· FREE T-SHIRT

Photo of the Week
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We here at the Newswire are bumming. .This is
because you, the Xavier community,· have not
answered our call. We 're looking for your
Ju,nniest, most interesting, or most creative
photographs to run in our Photo :of the· Week
column. Please submit your entries to Deena
Delfosse s mailbox at the Newswire offic~·in··th_(!:_::. ·· - -Cohen Center or seni it to on-camp1is mail .
location.2129~ All entries will be returned and the
photographers featured will receive a prize from
.· the Newswire vault. This ·is your chance to be iri
the Newswire!
;
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qualifies and are between the ages of •

18 a~d 27 by February .1. 1998, nev~r. :
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mamed and at least a six l!l()Rth resF
dent of Ohio, thus college students · .
' , are eligible, you could be Ohio's
· represenative at the CBS nationally ·
televised MISS USA PAGEANT in
February. Last Year, MISS USA
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· Miss USA Pageant Is jointly awned by Trump Pageants ·1nc:ar'ld CBS Pageants Inc.
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·Pick Up Aoplications in Student Services for:

Student Director·-~·. Sept. 22, 1997 ·
Manresa Core - - MQnday, Oct. 27, 1997
A\J]>J])M~&tbl~ ffm ~tron.cd.kemtt ~ttcmir are Due·

to Student Services by Friday, Oct. 3, 1997. ·
DEADLINE FOR.APPLICATIONS IS FINAL!!
(This· will.be an interview.process.for
all positions.)
..
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._ APPLICATION DEADLINE IS OCTOBER4, 1997
. •
• THE .MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT IS A CARVERN PRODUCTION · •
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lmERS MUSTlllClUDEA RECENT SNAPSHOT, ABRIEFBIDGm,HY.
\ •
:ADDRESS AND PHONENUMBER:MITETO: 19986/SS06/DilSAPAGIAin :
PAGIANTHIAl/QUARTERS·DIPTCA ·341IOCUSTAlll/IUl·WASHINGTD/I, PA.
15301 PAGEANTDmCEPHD/11 /IUM81R 4'12~225~5343.
•
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pagea~t will be held at the Marriot
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•
North in Columbus, Ohio on November•
•
MICHELLE MOUSER
29 and 30, 1997. The new Miss Ohio •
•
Miss Ohio USA'M
· . USA, along with her expense paid trip :
:- to compete in the CBS-nationally televised MIS.S USA PAGEANT will
· •
· • ·receive over $1,000 in cash among her many prizes; All Ladies interested in
•
.
•
• · c·ompeting for the title must resporid by mail by October 4, .1997.
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1998 Student Director
aria Manresa Core ! !
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110 PERFORMING TAlENT REQUIRED
- •
If you are an applicant who •
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.... is seekiilg:dynamic, organizedand
©lcecfilllcc&ltce©l students to apply for ...

.: '' 1998 MIS$ OHIO USA"' PAGEANT". .:
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Call Kimberlie Goldsberry @.x4892
·

·with any questions.·
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think this is from Britain - an inferThis is not pop music, this is poop
ence based on the singer's lime··flavored· . music.
whine. However, there is rio point 6f corre~ ·
Bespoke·
. -Tim Traynor
continued from page 12
spondence
for this band, so ni.a}ibe'they just
Contributing Writer
(Atlantic)
came from the Magic Land of Corporate
"Gradle," a blue.sy piece with piano
. .
·
Musique.
accompaniment, exhibitS true beauty. "Bombs
Yes, the latest development in a series•
Kara'sFlowers
and Butterflies" is another testimonial to
ofgenetically engineered(cifuiu'las, a mixture•
. Th~ J.?6llr~h:'\Vodd
Widespread Panic's solid musicianship.
of drum/bass/guitar lineup, design~q specifi~"·,:.
, ... (Reprise).··
In addition to these high-energy tracks,
cally to appease the Jnirnb an(;I keep them .
tlii.s disc receives praise for finally capturing
numbed. The Corporate Miin seems to Ii~ve
Widespread' s liveshow appeal. It has reached
spent even le~s effort conjuring up this hcioey.
a new level of recording accomplishment, but
He must have just Xeroxed an equally cruddy
the band remains true to its roots and continband by the name of Oasis,. stirred in some
ues to tour.
Nutra Sweet, then shipped it off to his friend
Widespread Panic will play at_ the Taft .
Mr. Corporate Alternative Radio Station, who ..
Theatre on Sept. 12.
shall proceed to torture us with this garbage in
-Lauren Mosko
Here we have Britain's latest export of college book stores, and later: supermarkets···.·
·
·
Asst. Diversions Editor meaningless alternative pop drivel. At least I everywhere.

Junior Cottonmouth

·:,.:·

No

the

· The City of Angels never
ceases to li.nlaze, and. its latest contribution t() the music irtdustry isa
band of five swingin'. guys who call
themselves Kara's Flowers:
The name ofthe game here is
feel-good rock. Fun~spirited lyrics
and an upbeat guitar, matched with
everything fromasyinphony to the
garage r~gulars, will leave you
lilughing out' loud. br, for' tho~e
who are alittle more conservatieve,
a smile is guaranteed at the very
least.
·
"Soap Disco" kicks off th_e
new album, and Reprise Records
··promises thatitwill "blow the cobwebs out of the past few years of
radio." Most tracks are lighthearted
and optimistic, but the guys get a
little sentimental on "The Never
Saga", an anthem of reunion, and
"To Her, With Love."
It may take .more than one
spin to appreciate this disc, but 1t
may be worth it to those of you who
are tired of alterna-pop doomsayers.
-Lauren Mosko
Asst. Divefsions Editor

Skeleton Key
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Through Balloon .
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advanced digital network provid~d by Motorola.

For a simple solution to wireless communica~ions call

1·888•GTE.·4PC$

Visit· a GTE Wireless retail location

,...:.·,

Crossings of Anderson • 8315 Beechmont Ave. • 4 7 4-9880 Fountain Square • 511 Walnut St. • 421-0670
Forest Fair Mal~ • ·1047 Forest Fair Dr. · •• 671-()087 Kenwood • 7332 Kenwood Rd. •985-9350
Kenwood Towne Centre ·• 7875 Montgomery Rd. • 794-1101 · Nort~gate • 9501 Colerain Ave. •. 245-0199
Tower Place • 28 W; Fourth' St. • 381-0774 . Tri.County • 133 E. Kemper Rd. • 671-0730
West Chester • 7733 Tylers Place Blvd. • 755-1580
. ·
Vouchers also available at participating RadioShack ?tores

Just because Capitol(ism)
Records have been able to capture
the .mighty Matador Records and
herd them into their distribution
· corral, this does not mean that they
have any more credibility than before. As evidence of reinforceIIJ.ent,
I submit to you .Skeleton Key; a
bogus bunch of bombastic brutality. .
.
A complicated and ~xciting
percussionist, who has added a
bunch of metal junk to his kit,. is the
sole redeeming quality of this band.
Sadly, the rest is spojled by
typically annoying alternative rock
stylevoc~sandsong'structure. Fans
of Primus may draw nigh to the
obnoxious bass playing on "Nod
· Off' and other songs. And if you
love 97X and other such shallow
frequencies, you'd probably be in·. terested in tuning into Skeleton Key.
If they didn~ttry so hard to be alternative~ they might have been an
interesting deviation froin traditional· rock. I'd. suggest that the
drumffier get his own band. . .
. Skeleton Key Cloesn:'f have
mucbto offer, althm1gh it might be
fun to put ·some fantastic spikes
thfough this compact disc.
-Tim Traynor
.· , . Contributin~ Writer

